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TABLE 8.7 Summary of Computations for toe Method of Hooke and Jeeves
Using Line Search

Iteration Xk

k f(Xk) j VJ dJ Ài Vj.l d À Y3+Àd

(0.00,3.00) 1 (0.00,3.00) (1.0,0.0) 3.13 (3.13,3.00)
52.00 2 (3.13,3.00) (0.0,1.0) -1.44 (3.13,1.56) (3.13, -1.44) -0.10 (2.82,1.70)

2 (3.13,1.56) 1 (2.82,1.70) (1.0,0.0) -0.12 (2.70, 1.70)
1.63 2 (2.70,1.70) (0.0, 1.0) -0.35 (2.70, 1.35) (-0.43, -0.21) 1.50 (2.06,1.04)

3 (2.70,1.35) 1 (2.06,1.04) (1.0,0.0) -0.02 (2.Q4,1.04)
0.24 2 (2.04, 1.04) (0.0, 1.0) -0.02 (2.04,1.02) (-0.66, -0.33) 0.06 (2.00, 1.00)

4 (2.04, 1.02) I (2.00, 1.00) (1.0,0.0) 0.00 (2.00, 1.00)
0.000003 2 (2.00, 1.00) (0.0, 1.0) 0.00 (2.00, 1.00)

5 (2.00, i.oo;
0.00

Convergence of the Method of Hooke and Jeeves

Suppose that f is differentiable, and let the solution set n= {x: V f(x) = O}. Note
that each iteratíon of the method of Hookc and Jeeves consists of an applica-
tion of the cyclic coordinate method, in addition to a pattern search. Let the
cyclic coordinate search be denoted by the map B and the pattern search be
denoted by the map C. Using an argumcnt similar to that of Theorem 7.3.5, it
foilows that B is closed, If the minimum of f along any line is unique and letting « =t.
then a(y) <a (x) for x e; n. By definition of C, a(z):S; o (y) for ZE C(y). Assuming
that /\ = {x : f(x):s; f(xI)}' where x, is the starting point, is compact, convergence of
the procedure is established by Theorem 7.3.4.

The Method of Hooke and Jeeves with Discrete Steps

As mentioned carlicr, the method of Hooke and Jeeves, as originally proposed,
does not perform line scarch but replaces it with a simple scheme involving
functional evaluations, A sumrnary of the method is given below.

Initialization Step Let di,"" d, be the coordinate directions. Choose a
scalar e >O to be used for terminating the algorithm. Furtherrnore, choose an
initíal step size, fl?: s, and an acceleration íactor, a> O. Choose a starting point
XI' let }1 =-x1, lct k = j= 1, and go to thc main step.

Main Step
1. If tts, -+ t:.t~)<, [(Yj), the trial is termcd a success; let Yj+1= Y, + /ldj, and

go to step 2. H, however, tis, + ild)?: f(Yj), the trial is deerned a [ailure. In
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Figure 8.8 IIlustration ot the method ot Hooke and Jeevcs using Iine search.

this case, if f(yj-b. .•I)<f(Yj), let Yj+1=Yi -b.dj, and go to step 2; if
f(Yj-b.d)?:f(Yj), let Yj+1=Yj' and go to stcp 2.

2. If j < n, replace j by j + 1, and rcpeat stcp 1. Othcrwisc, go to stcp 3 ir
f(yn+l)<f(Xk)' and go to step 4 if !(Yn+l)?:f(Xk)'

3. Let Xk+1 =Yn+)' and let YI =XkOj + a(xk+l -x,J. Rcplacc k by k + 1, let j = 1,
and go to step 1.

4. If /l:s; e stop; Xk is the solution, Otherwise, rcplace /l by b./2. Let Yl =
xk> Xk+1 = Xk' replace k by k + 1, let j = 1, and repcat step 1.

The rcader may note that stcps 1 and 2 abovc dcscribe an cxploratory
search. Furtherrnore, step 3 is an acccleration stcp along the dircction Xk+J - Xi:'

Note that a decision whether to accept or reject the acceleratiou step is not
made until after an exploratory search is pcrformed. In step 4, the stcp size tl. is
reduced. The procedure could easily be modified 50 that difíerent step sizes are
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used a!ong the different directions. This is sometimes adapted for the purpose
of scaling.

In order to give a more cornprchcnsivc illusrration. Table 8.8 sumrnarizes the
cornputations starting from thc new initial point (2.0,3.0). Hcre (S) denotes
that the trial is a success and (F) denotes that the trial is a failure. At thc first
iteration, and at subscqucnt iteraticns whcncvcr [(y:\)"2: f(Xk)' thc vcctor YI is
takcn as Xk. Otherwise, )'1 = 2Xk+1 - Xk' Note that at the cnd of iteration k: = 10,
the point (1.70,0.80) is reached with objective value 0.02. The procedure is
stopped hcre with the termination parameter e = O. 1. If li greatcr degrce of
aeeuracy is required, t:. should he reduced to 0.05.

Figure 8.10 illustrates the path taken by the rnethod. The points generated
are again numbered sequentially, and dotted lines represent rejected accelera-
tion steps.

The Method of Rosenbrock

8.4.3 Example
Consider the following problem:

Minimize (x, - 2)4 + (XI - 2xz)Z

We solve the problem using the method of Hooke and Jeeves with diserete
steps. The parameters a and ti are chosen as 1.0 and 0.2, respectively. Figure
8.9 shows the path taken by the algorithm starting from (0.0,3.0). The points
generated are numbered sequentially, and the acceleration step that is rejected
is shown by the dotted lines. From this particular starting point, the optimal
solution is easily reached.

./
As original1y proposed, the method of Rosenbrock does not employ line search
but rather takes discretc steps along the search dircctions. We present here a
continuous version of the method that utilizes line search, At each iteration, the
procedure searches iteratively along tt lincarly independcnt and orthogonal
directions. When a new point is reached at the cnd of ao iteration, a new set of
orthogonal vcctors is constructed. In Figure 8.11, the ncw directions are
denoted by di and dz.

•

Construction of the Search Directions

2
Lct dI>' .. , d., De lincarly indcpcndcnt vccrors, cach with norrn cqual to one.
Furthcrrnorc, suppose that thcse vcctors are mutually orthogonal, that is
d/dj = O for ir! j. Starting from lhe currcnt vcctor x,,, thc objcctivc Iunction ris
minirnized along each of thc directions itcrativcly, rcsulting in thc paint x;;,.].
ln particular, Xk+1 -Xk = 2:1=1 AJ~J' whe~e \ is the distance moved along dj' The
new collection of directions d., ... , d, are formed by the Grarn-Schmidt
procedure as follows:

{

d,j~fÀ,d,
.=)

if \=0

if Ai'" O

(8.9)

5

r ai

bj =i j-I
ai - L (~:(ij)dj

i-I

j = 1

14 7 j 2:2
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Figure 8.9 IIlustration of the method of Hooke and Jeeves using discrete steps starting
frorn (0.0,3.0). (The numbers denote the order in which points are generatcd.)

- b,
dj ='Ibjll



TABLE 8.8 Surnmary 01 the Computatíons for the Method of Hooke and
Jeevcs with Discrcte Steps

Iteration
k Â

Xk

f(Xk)
Vi

((y,) djj

10

1 0.2 (2.00,3.00) 1 (2.00,3.00) (1.0,0.0)
16.00 16.00

2 (2.20,3.00) (0.0, 1.0)
14.44

0.2 (2.20,2.80) 1 (2.40,2.60) (1.0,0.0)
11.56 7.87

2 ~~2.6Q,2,:.61) (0.0,1.0)
6.89

0.2 (2.60,2.40) 1 (3.00,2.00) (1.0,0.0)
4.97 2.00

2 (2.80,2.00) (0.0, 1.0)
1.85

0.2 (2.80, 1.80) 1 (3.00, 1.20) (1.0,0.0)
1.05 1.36

2 (2.80, 1.20) (0.0, 1.0)
0.57

0.2 (2.80,1.40) 1 (2.80, 1.00) (1.0,0.0)
0.41 1.05

2 (2.60, 1.00) (0.0, 1.0)
0.49

0.2 (2.60, 1.20) 1 (2.40, 1.00) (1.0,0.0)
0.17 0.19

2 (2.20, 1.00) (0.0, 1.0)
0.04

0.2 (2.20, 1.00) 1 (1.80,0.80) (1.0,0.0)
0.04 0.04

2 (1.60,0.80) (0.0, 1.0)
0.03

0.2 (1.60,0.80) 1 (1.00,0.60) (1.0,0.0)
0.03 O.fj;p'·'

2 (1.20.0.60) (0.0, 1.0)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

<-~::-4i ;-.
9 0.1 (1.60.0.80) 1 (1.60,0.80) (1.0,0.0)

0.03 0.03
2 (1.70,O.SO) (0.0, 1.0)

0.02
0.1 (1.70,0.80) 1 (1.20,O.HO) (1.0,0.0)

0.02 0.04
2 (1.7().().~;O) (0.0,1.0)

v.02 .

'Vj+Âdj

f(Y/+Âdj)

(2.20,3.00)
14.44(S)

(2.20,3.20)
17.64(F)

(2.60,2.60)
6.89(S)

(2.60,2.80)
9.13(F)

(3.20,2.00)
2.71(F)

(2.80,2.20)
2.97(F)

(3.20, 1.20)
2.71(F)

(2.80, 1.40)
0.41(S)

(3.00, 1.00)
2.00(F)

(2.60, 1.20)
0.17(S)

(2.60, 1.00)
0.49(F)

(2.20, 1.20)
0.04(F)

(2.00,0.80)
0.16(F)

(1.60, 1.(0)
0.1 Y(F)

(1.20,0.60)
0.41(S)

(1.20, 0.80)
(~tIi)

(1.70,0.80)
0.02(S)

(1.70,0.90)
0.02(F)

(1.90,O.SO)
0.09(F)

(1.70,0.90)
O.02(F)

V,-il.d,
f{V,-M,)

~
(2.20,2.80)

11.56(S)

(2.60,2.40)
4.97(S)

(2.80,2.00)
L85(S)

(2.80, 1.80)
1.05(S)

(2.80, 1.20)
0.57(S)

(2.60, 1.00)
0.49(S)

(2.20, 1.00)
0.04(S)

(2.20,0.80)
O.36(F)

(1.60,0.80)
0.03(S)

(1.60,0.60)
0.19(F)

(1.20,0.40)
..;MlJ;U(:g:)c

(1.70, 0.70)
O.10(F)

(1.70,O.SO)
Ú.02(S)

(l.70,0.70)
O.Hl(F)
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IlIustration of the method of Hooke and Jeeves using discreta steps starting
from (2.0,3.0). (The numbers denote the arder in whích points are generated.)
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Figure 8.11 Construction of new search directions in Rosenbrock's
procedure.
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Lemma 8.4.4 below shows that the new directions establihsed by the
Rosenbrock procedure are indeed linearly independent and orthogonal.

8.4.4 Lemma
Suppose that the vectors di,"" d, are linearly independent and mutually
orthogonaJ. Then the directions d), ... ,dn defined by (8.9) are also linearly
independent and mutually orthogonal for any set of AI' ... , An. Furthermore, if
\ =0 then dj =dj•

To complete the proof, we show that di :::di if Ai = O. From (8.9), if \ = 0, we
get

i-I 1 _
bi = di - i~1 jjb] (d;b;)di (8.11)

Note that b, is a linear combination of ai" .. ,ai' so that b, = I~=) {3i,3,. From
(8.9), it thus follows that

Proof bi :::JR {3;,d, + '~R (3i{t,Às ds)

where R = {r: r s; i, A, = O} and R = {r: r z; i, A,~ O}. Considcr i < j and note that
djdv=O for u=]. For rER, r zz i-c ] and hencc d;dr=O. For rER,
dj(I~=r A,d,) = \d;dj = \. By assumption, Aj= 0, anel thus rnultiplying (8.12) by
dj we get djb; = O for i < j. From (8.11) it follows that bi = di and hence dj = di'
This completes the proof.

From the above theorem, if Ài= 0, then the new direction di is cqual to the
old direction di' Hence, we only need to compute new directions for those
indices with Ai ~ O.

(8.12)

We first show that al>"" a, are linearIy independent. Suppose that
Ií'=1 fLiai = O. Let 1= {j: Ai = O}, and let l(j) = {i: iE I, i:::; j}. Noting (8.9), we get

O =f fLiai = L fLidi + L fLi(t A;di)
J=I JEI Jftl I=J

= L fLidi + L (Ai L fLi)di
iel iftl ieJ(j)

Since di,' .. ,dn are linearly independent, fLi = O for j E I and Ai IiEJ(j) fLi = °
for jE 1. But Ài ~ O for jE I, and hence IieJ(j) fLi = O. Therefore /-tI = ... = /-tn =
0, and hence a., ... ,an are linearly independcnt.

To show that b., ... , b, are linearIy independent, we use the following
induction argument. Since bj = a) j; O, it suffices to show that if b., ... ,bk are
linearly independent, then b., ... , bk> bk+J are also linearly independent.
Suppose that I;':1 ajbj = O. Using the definition of b,,+) in (8.9), we get

k k -
_ " _ \' [ _ ak+l(a~+ldi)]0- .L. ajbj + ak+lbk+1 - L ai II .11 b, + ak+13k+1

J=I J=I b,

From (8.9), it follows that each vector b, is a linear combination of 81, •.• ,ai'
Since ai"'" 8k+1 are linearly independent, it follows from (8.10) that ak+l = O.
Since b., ... .b, are assumed linearly independent by the induction hypoth-
eses, frorn (8.10) we get ai-ak.'J(a~+ldj)/llbjll=O for j= 1, ... , k. Since ak+1 =
O, ai = O for each j. This shows that b., ... , bk+1 are linearly independent. By
definition of di' linear independence of di," ., dn is immediate.

Now we show orthogonality of bl>"" b, and hence orthogonality of
dI> ... , {in. Frorn (8.9) b'J b2 = 0, and thus it sufficies to show that if b., ... , b,
are mutually orthogonal, then b ., ... , bk>bk+1 are also mutually orthogonal.

. From (8.10) and noting that b;di = () for i"P j, it Iollows that

b;bk+1= b;[ 3k+1 - itl (a~Hd;)d;]

Summary of the Method of Rosenbrock Using Une Search

Now we give a sumrnary of Rosenbrock's method using line search for
minimizing a function f of several variables. As we wilI shortly show, if f is
differentiable, the n the method converges to a point with zero gradient.

(8.10) Initialization Step Let é> ° be the termination scalar. Choose d., ... , d, as
the coordinate directions, Choose a starting point "I' Iet YI == Xl> k = j = 1, and
go to the main step.

Main Step

1. Let \ be ao optimal solution to the problem to minimize t's,+ Adj) subject
to A E Ej, and let Yj+l = Y,+ \dj• If j < n, replace j by j + 1, and repcat step
1. Otherwise, go to step 2.

2. Let Xk+l =Yn+l' If Ilxk+l-xkll<€, then stop; otherwisc, let yj =xk+l> replace
k by k + 1, let j = 1, and go to step 3.

3. Form a new set of lincarly indcpcndcnt orthogonal scarch dircctions by
(8.9). Denote these new directions by d., ... 7 d.; and rcpeat step 1.

= bjak-+-I - (a~+1 d)b;dj = O

Thus, b.. ... ,bk+1 are mutually orthogonal.

8.4.5 Example
Consider the following problern:

Minimize (x, - 2)4 + (Xl - 2X2)2
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TABLE 8.9 Summary of Computatíons for the Method oí Rosenbrock Using ",
Line Search 3i 7 7 / ~I

Iteration l::k YI Yi+l

k f(xk) j f(Yi) dj Ài f{Yj+l)

1 (0.00,3.00) 1 (0.00,3.00) (1.00,0.00) 3.13 (3.13,3.00)
52.00 52.00 9.87

2 (3.13,3.00) (0.00, 1.00) -1.44 (3.13, 1.56) 2

9.87 1.63
2 ,3.13,1.56) 1 (3.13,1.56) (0.91, -0.42) -0.34 (2.82,1.70)

1.63 1.63 0.79
2 (2.82,1.70) (-0.42, -0.91) 0.51 (2.61,1.24)

0.79 0.16
3 (2.61, 1.24) 1 (2.61, 1.24) (-0.85, -0.52) 0.38 (2.29, 1.04)

0.16 0.16 0.05
2 (2.29,1.04) (0.52, -0.85) -0.10 (2.24, 1.13)

0.05 0.004
4 (2.24, 1.13) 1 (2.24, 1.13) (-0.96, -0.28) 0.04 (2.20, 1.12)

0.004 0.004 0.003
2 (2.20, 1.12) (0.28, --0.96) 0.02 (2.21,1.10)

0.003 0.002

14

We solve this problem by the method of Rosenbrock using line search. Table 8.9
sumrnarizes the computations starting from the point (0.00, 3.00). The point Y2 is
obtained by optimizing the function along the direction di starting from Y 1> and
Y3 is obtained by optimizing the function along the direction d2 starting from Y2'
After the first iteration, we have À1 = 3.l3 and À2 = -1.44. Using (8.9), the new
search directions are (0.91, -0.42) and (-0.42, -0.91). After four iterations,
the point (2.21, 1.10) is reached, and the corresponding objective function
value is 0.002. We now have IIx4 -x:.;11 = 0.15, and the procedure is stopped.

In Figure 8.12, the progrcss of the method is shown. It may be interesting to
compare this figure with Figure 8.13, which is given later for lhe method of
Rosenbrock using discrete steps,

00

Figure 8.12 IIlustration of the method of Rosenbrock using line search.

holds. By this theorem, it then foílows that the method of Rosenbrock using
line search converges to a stationary point if the following assumptions are
true.

1. The minimum of f along any line in E" is unique.
2. The sequence of points generated by thc algorithm is contained in a

compact subset of En.

Convergence of tho Method of Rosenbrock

Note that, according to Lemma 8.4.4, the search directions employed by the
method are lincarly independent, mutuaily orthogonal, and each has norm 1.
Thus, at any given iteration, the matrix D denoting the search directions
satisfies D'D = I. Thus, det [D] = 1, and hcncc assumption (1) of Theorern 7.3.5

Rosenbrock's Method with Discrete Steps

As mentioned earlier, the method proposed by Rosenbrcck avoids line search.
Instead, functional values are made at specific points. Iurtherrnore, ao accelera-
tion feature is incorporated by suitably increasing or decreasing the step
lengths as the method proceeds. A sumrnary of the method is given below,
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tnitietizetion Step Let e> O be the termination scalar, let a> 1 be the
expansion factor, and let (3E (-1, O) be the contraction factor. Choose
d., ... ,dn as the coordinate directions, and let 3.1, ••• , 3.n > O be the initial
step sizes along these directions. Choose astarting point Xl, let YI = Xl' k = j =
1, let llj = 3.j for each i. and go to the main step.

TABlE 8. iO Summary oí Computations for Rosenbrock's MethodUsing
Discrete Steps

Iteration Xk Vj Yi + Llidj

k f(xd j f(Yj) Llj dj f(Yj+Ll;d;)

1 (0.00, 3.00) 1 (0.00, 3.00) 0.10 (1.00,0.00) (0.10.3.00)
52.00 52.00 47.84(S)

2 (0.10,3.00) 0.10 (0.00, 1.00) (0.10,3.10)
47.84 50.24(F)

1 (0.10,3.00) 0.20 (1.00,0.00) (0.30,3.00)
47.84 40.84(S)

2 (0.30,3.00) -0.05 (0.00, 1.00) (0.30,2.95)
40.84 39.71(S)

1 (0.30,2.95) 0.40 (1.00,0.00) (0.70,2.95)
39.71 29.90(S)

2 (0.70,2.95) -0.10 (0.00, 1.00) (0.70,2.85)
29.90 27.86(S)

1 (0.70,2.85) 0.80 (1.00,0.00) (1.50, 2.85)
27.86 17.70(5)

2 (1.50,2.85) -0.20 (0.00, 1.00) (1.50,2.65)
17.70 14.50(S)

1 (1.50,2.65) 1.60 (1.00,O.O(}) (3.10,2.65)
14.50 6.30(S)

2 (3.10,2.65) -0.40 (0.00, 1.00) (3.10,2.25)
6.30 3.42(S)

1 (3.10,2.25) 3.20 n.co.o.oo: (6.30.2.25)
3.42 345.12.(F)

2 (3.10,2.25) -0.80 (0.00, 1.00) (3.10, i .45)
3.42 1.50(S)

1 (3.10, 1.45) -1.60 (1.00,0.00) (I .50, 1.45,
1.50 2.02(F)

2 (3.10, 1.45) -1.60 (0.00, 1.00) (3.10,-0.15)
1.50 13.02(f)

2 (3.10,1.45) 1 (3.10, 1.45) 0.10 (0.89, -- 0.45) (3.19, 1.41)
1.50 1.50 2.14(F)

2 (3.10,1.45) 0.10 (-0.45, -0.89) (3.06, 1.36)
1.50 1.3X(S)

1 (3.06, 1.36) -0.05 (0.89, -0.45) (3.02, 1.3R)
1.38 1.15(S)

2 (3.02, 1.38) 0.20 (-0.45, -0.89) (2.93, 1.20)
1.15 1.03(S)
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Main Step
1. If tts,+ llA) < f(Yj), the jth tria! is deemed a success, Yj+1= Yj + llA, and llj

is replaced by a llj' If, on the other hand, f(yj + llA) 2: f(y), the tria! is
considered a failure, Yj+1= Yj, and llj is replaced by (311j'If j < n, replace j by
j + 1, and repeat step 1. Otherwise, if j = n, go to step 2.

2. If f(yn+l) <its.). that is, if any of the n trials of step 1were successful, let
YI =Yn+1> set j= 1, and repeat step l. Now consider the case, f(Yn+l)= f(YI),
that is, when each of the last n trials of step 1 was a failure. If f(yn+l)<
f(Xk), that is, if at lcastone successful trial was encountered in step 1 during
iteration k, go to step 3. If f(yn+l) = f(Xk), that is, if no successful trial is
cncountered, stop with x, as an estimate of the optirnal solution if Illjl:s; e
for each j; otherwise, let YI =Yn+1> let j= 1, and go to step 1.

3. Let Xk+1=Y,,+I' If Ilxk+I-Xkll< e, stop with Xk+l as an estimate of the
optimal solution. Otherwise, compute À 1> ••• , À" from the relationship
Xk+I-Xk =2::1'=1\dj, form a ncw set of search directions by (8.9) and denote
these directions by dI>' .. , d", let Âj = 3.j for each j, let Y1= Xk+I> replace k
by k + I, let j = 1, and repeat step 1.

Note that discrete steps are taken a!ong the n search directions in step 1. If
a success occurs along dj' then llj is replaced by aÂj, and if a failure occurs
along dj, then llj is rcplaced by {3Âj Since (3< O, a failure results in reversing
the jth search direction during the next pass through step 1. Note that step 1 is
repeated until a failure occurs along each of the search directions, in which case
a new set of search directions is formed by the Gram-Schrnidt procedure.

8.4.6 Example
Consider the folIowing problem:

Minimize (x, - 2)4 + (Xl - 2X2)2

We solve this problem by the method of Rosenbrock using discrete steps
with 3.1 = 6.2 = 0.1, a = 2.0, and {3== -0.5. Table 8.10 summarizes the computa-
tions starting frorn (0.00, 3.00), where (S) denotes a success and (F) denotes a
failure. Note that within each iteration the directions d, and d2 are fixed. After
seven pases through step 1 of Rosenbrock's method, we moved from X'I=
(0.00,3.00) to x~ = (3.10,1.45). At this point, a change of directions is
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TABLE 8.10 (Contd.)

Iteration xk v, Yj+L':..idi
k f(xk) j ((Yi) L':..j dj ({Yj + 6.jdj)

1 (2.93, 1.20) -0.10 (0.89, -0.45) (2.84, 1.25)
1.03 0.61 (S)

2 (2.84, 1.25) 0.40 (-0.45, -0.89) (2.66, 0.89)
0.61 0.96(F)

1 (2.84, 1.2:;) -0.20 (0.89, -0.45) (2.66, .1.34)
0.61 0.19(S)

2 (2.66, 1.34) -0.20 (-0.45, -0.89) (2.75, 1.52)
0.19 0.40(F)

• 3
4",

3

required. In particular, (X2-XI)='\ld1+'\2d2, where .\1=3.10.and 1.2=--1.55.
Using (H.9), thc reader can easily verify that the new scarch directions are
given by (0.89, -0.45) and (-0.45, -0.89), which are used in the sccond
iteration. The procedure is terminated in the middle of the second iteration.

In Figure 8.13, the progress of Rosenbrock's method is shown, and the
points generated are numbered sequential1y.

8.5 Multidimensional Search Using Derivatives
In the previous section, we described several minimization procedures that use
only functional evaluations during the course of optimization. We now discuss
some methods that use derivatives in determining the scarch directions. In
particular, we discuss the steepest descent method and the method of Newton .

2

lhe Method of Steepest Descent

The method of steepest descent is one of the most fundamental procedures for
minimizing a differentiable function of several variablcs. Recall that a vector d
is called a direction of descent of a function f at x if there exists a o> O such
that f(x +Ad) < f(x) for all A E (O;5). In particular, if lim .•._li" [j'(x + Ad) - f(x)]f,\ < 0,
then d is a direction of descent. The mcthod af stcepest descent moves along
the direction d with Ildll= 1, which minimizes lhe above limito Lemma 8.5.1
below shows that if f is differentiable at x with a nonzcro gradient, then
- V f(x)f IIVf(x)11 is indeed the direction of steepest descent. For this reason, ir.
the prcscnce of diffcrentiability, the method of thc steepcst desccnt is some-
times called thc gradient method.

8.5.1 Lemma
Suppose that f: E; -7 El is differentiable at x, and suppose that Vf(x) 7'"- O. Then
the optirnal solution to the problem to mínimizc f'(x; d) subjcct to l!dli"51 is
given by d = -V f(x)f ilVf(x)ll; that is, -V J(x)f IIVf(x)il is the direction of steepest
descent of f at x.

Proof

o I \ I

o 2 3

From differentiability of f at x, it íollows that

f(x+ Ad)- f(x) .
f'(x; d) = lim . = V f(x)'d

A-O' ,\

14 7

•
15 Thus the problem reduces to minimize Vf(x)'d subject to Ildll:=:1. By the

Schwartz inequality, for Ildll:::;1, we have

Vf(x)'d?: -IIVf(x)l! Ildll~ -IIVf(x)ll·
Figure 8.13 Illustration of Rosenbrock's procedure using discreto steps. (The numbers

denote the order ín which points are generated.)



8.5.2 Example
Consider the following problem

Minimize (x, - 2)4 + (Xl - 2X2)2

We solve this problem using the method of steepest descent, starting with the
point (0.00,3.00). The summary of the computations are given in Table 8.11.
After seven iterations, the point Xs = (2.28, 1.15)' is reached. The algorithm is
terminated since IIVf(x8)11 = 0.09 is small. The progress of the method is shown
in Figure 8.14. Note that the minimizing point for this problem is (2.00, 1.00).

Convergence of the Steepest Descent Method

Let .ü = {x: V f(x) = O}, and let f be the descent function. The algorithmic map
A = MD, where D(x) = [x, Vf(x)], and M is the line search map over the closed
interval [0,00). Assuming that f is continuously differentiable, then D is
continuous. Furthermore, M is cIosed by Theorem 8.3.1. Then the algorithmic
map A is cIosed by CoroIlary 2 to Theorem 7.3.2. Finally, ir x"",.o., then
Vf(x)'d<O, where d=-Vf(x). By Theorem 4.1.2, d is a descent direction,
and hence f(y) < f(x) for y E A(x). Assuming that the sequence generated by the
algorithm is contained in a compact set, then by Theorem 7.2.3, the steepest
descent algoríthm converges to a point with zero gradient.
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For €i = - Vf(x)/ IIV/(")11, we have V f(x)' d = -IIV f(x)lI. Thus d is the optirnal
solutíon, and the proof ís complete.

TABLE 8.11 Summary of Computations for the Method oí Steepest Descent

Iteration Xk

k f(Xk) Vf(xd IIVf(Xk)il dk = -Vf(xd Àk Xk+1

(0.00,3.00) (-44.00,24.00) 50.12 (44.00, -24.00) 0.062 (2.70,1.51)
52.00

2 (2.70, 1.51) (0.73,1.28) 1.47 (-0.73, -1.28) 0.24 (2.52, 1.20)
0.34

3 (2.52, 1.20) (0.80, -0.48) 0.93 (-0.80,0.48) 0.11 (2.43, 1.25)
0.09

4 (2.43, 1.25) (0.18,0.28) 0.33 (-0.18, -0.28) 0.31 (2.37,1.16)

0.04
5 (2.37,1.16) (0.30, -0.20) 0.36 (-0.30,0.20) 0.12 (2.33,1.18)

0.02
6 (2.33, 1.18) (0.08,0.12) 0.14 (-0.08, -0.12) 0.36 (2.30,1.14)

0.01
7' (2.30,1.14) (0.15, -0.08) 0.17 (-0.15,0.08) 0.13 (2.28, 1.15)

0.009
8 (2.28,1.15) (0.05,0.08) 0.09

0.007

Summary of the Steepest Descent Algorithm

Given a point x, the steepest descent algorithm proceeds by performing a Iine
search along the directíon -Vf(x)/IIVf(x)lI, or equivalently, along the direction
-Vf(x). A summary of the method is gíven below.

Initialization Step Let e >° be the termination scalar. Choose a starting
point Xl, let k = 1, and go to the main step.

Main Step If IIVf(Xk)lI< e, stop; otherwise, let dk = -Vf(Xk)' and let Àk be an
optimal solution to the problem to minimíze f(Xk + Adk) subject to A ~ O. Let
Xk+l = Xk + Àkdk> replace k by k + 1, and repeat the main step.

zigzagging phenomena was encountered in Example 8.5.2 and is illustratcd in
Figure 8.14, in which zigzagging occurs along the valley shown by the dotted
lines.

Zígzagging and poor convergence of the steepest descent algorithm at later
stages can be explained by considering the following expression of the function
f:

Zigzagging of the Steepest Descent Method

The method of steepest descent usually works quite well during early stages of
the optirnization processo However,as a stationary point is approached, the
method usually behaves poorly, where small orthogonal steps are taken. This

f(Xk + Ad) = f(xk) + AV f(Xk)'d + À [d] a(xk; Ad)

where a (x, ; A d) --? O as À d --? O, and d = - V f(Xk)' If x, is close to a stationary
poínt with zero gradient, and if f is continuously differentiable, then liV f(Xk)11
will be small, making the term ÀV f(Xk)'d = -À IIVf(xdl12 of a small order of
magnitude. Sínce the steepest descent method employs the linear approxima-
tion of f to find a dírection of movement, where the term À [d] a(xk; Ad) is
essentíally ignored, we should expect that the dírections generated at late
stages wi!l not be very effcctivc.

As wc will learn in the remainder of the chaptcr, thcre are some ways to
overcome the difficulties of zigzagging by dejiecung the gradient. Rather than
moving along li == - V f(x), we could move along d = - DV f(x) or along d =
-Vf(x)+g, where D is an appropriate matrix, and g is an appropriate vector.
These correction procedures will be discussed in more detail shortly.
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2

mimmum of the quadratic approximation q is that V q(x) = 0, or
Vf(Xk)+H(xJ(X-Xk) =0. Assuming that the inverse of H(Xk) exists, the sue-
cesso r point Xk+1 is given by

Xk+l = xk - H(Xkt1Vf(Xk)

The above equation gives the recursive form of the poínts generated by
Newton's method for the multidímensional case. Assumíng that Vf(x) = 0, that
H(i) is posítive definite at a local minimum X, and that f is twice continuously
differentiable, it foIlows that H(Xk) is posítive definite at points close to X, and
hence the successor point Xk+l is well defined.

X,

U·\
1 1
1
14

7 5 ,/ 1 C/'3---1-\ I 2
o o 1

8.5.3 Example
Consider the following problem:

Minimize (xl-2)4+(Xl-2x2f
The summary of the computations using Newton's method is given in Table

8.12. At each iteration Xk+l is given by Xk+1 = Xk - H(Xk)-IVf(xk). After six
iterations, the point x7 = (1.83, 0.91)' is reached. At this point iIVf(x7)1I = 0.04,
and the procedure is terminated. The points generated by the rnethod are
shown in Figure 8.15.

In the above example, the value of the objective function dccreased at each
iteration. However, this will not generalJy be the case, so f cannot bc used as a
descent function. Theorem 8.5.4 below indicares that Newton's method indeed
converges, provided we start from a point close enough to the optimal point.

Figure 8.14 IIlustration of the method of steepest descent.

The Method of Newton

Convergence of the Method of Newton

ln general, the points gcncratcd by the method of Newton may not converge.
The reason for this is that H(xk) may be singular, so that Xk+1 is not well
defined. Even if H(Xkt1 exists, f(Xk+l) is not nccessarily Icss tha n f(Xk)'
However, if the starting point is closc enough to a poirit i such that vf(i) = O
and H(i) is of full rank, then the method of Newton is well defined and
converges to X. This is proved in Theorem 8.5.4 below by showing that aI! the
assumptíons of Theorem 7.2.3 hold, where the descent Iunction a is given by
a(x) = IIx-xlI.

In Section 8.2 we discussed Newton's method for minimizing a functíon of a
single variablc.

The rnethod of Newton is a procedure that deftects the steepest descent
direction by premultiplying it by the inverse of the Hessian matrix. This
operation is motivatcd by finding a suitable direction for the quadratíc approxi-
mation to the function rathcr than by finding a linear approximation to the
function, as in thc gradicnt scarch. In order to motivate the procedure,
consider the Iollowing quadratic approximation q at a given poínt Xk:

q(x) = f(Xk) +Vf(Xk)'(X - xJ +~(x- xk)'H(xJ(x --xlJ
8.5.4 Theorem

where H(xk) is the Hcssian matrix of f ai xk• A necessary condition for a
Let f: E; ~ E, be twice continuously differentiable. Considcr Newton's al-
gorithrn defined by the map A(x) = x- H(:X)-lVf(x). Let i be suchthat vf(i) = O



TABLE 8.12 Summary of Computations for the Mcthod of Newton

Iteration Xk

k f(xk) Vf(xk) H(xk) H(Xk)-' -H(xd-'V f(xk) Xk+,

[ 50.0 -4.0] 1 [8.0 4.0] (0.67, -2.67) (0.67,0.33)1 (0.00, 3.00) (-44.0, 24.0)
-4.0 8.0 384 4.052.00 50.0

(0.67,0.33) (-9.39, -0..04) [ 23.23 -4.0] 1 [8.0 4.0]2
8.0

(0.44,0.23) (1.11,0.56)
3.13

-4.0 169.84 4.0 23.23

3 (1.11,0.56) (-2.84, -0.04) C 1.50 -4.0J 1 [8.0 4.0 J (1.4l,0.70)(0.30,0.14)
0.63 -4.0 8.0 76 4.0 11.50

4 (1.41.,0.70) (-0.80, -0.04) [ 6.18 4.0] 1 [8.0 4.0 ] (0.20,0.10) (1.61,0.80)
0.12 -4.0 8.0 33.44 4.0 6.18

5 (1.61,0.80) (-0.22, -0.04) [ 3.83 -4.0] 1 [8.0 4.0] (0.13,0.07) (1.74,0.87)
0.02

-4.0 8.0 14.64 4.0 3.83

6 (1.74,0.87) (-0.07,0.00) [ 2.81 -4.0] 1 [8.0 4.0 1
-4.0 8.0 6.48 4.0 2.8d

(0.09,0.04) (1.83,0.91)
0.005

7 (1.83,0.91) .<0-0003,-0.04)
0.0009
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is closcd on X. We now show that a(x) = Ilx- xii is indeed a descent function.
Now let x E X, and suppose that x:;é X. Let y E A(x). Then, by definition of A
and since V f(i) = O, we get

y- x = (x - i) - H(X)-l[V f(x) - V f(i)]
= H(X)-I[V f(i) - V f(x) - H(x)(i -x)]

Noting (1) and (2), it then follows that

Ily- xII=IIH(x)-l[Vf(i) - Vf(x) - H(x)(i -x)]11

:5IIH(x)-lIIIIV f(x) - V f(x) - H(x)(i - x)11

:5 k, k211x- ill
<llx-ill

This shows that a is indeed a descent function. By the corollary to Theorem
7.2.3, the result follows.

lt should be noted that if the smallest eigenvalue of H(i) is greater than or
equal to O, then as the points {xd generated by the algorithm approach X, ek
wil\ be equaI to zero. Thus d, = -H(Xk)-lVf(Xk), and the aIgorithm reduces to that.
of Newton.

H= [ 8 -4]
-4 8

8.6 Methods Using Conjugate Directions-----------------------------
In this section we discuss several procedures that are based on the important
concept of conjugacy. Some of these procedures use derivatives, while others
only use functional evaluations. The notion of conjugacy defined below is very
useful in unconstrained optimization. In particular, if the objective function is
quadratic, then by searching along conjugate directions, the minimum point
can be obtained in, at most, n steps. '

8.6.1 Deânition

Modification of Newton's Method Let H be an n X n symmetric matrix. The vectors dI,"" dk are called
II-conjugate or simply conjugate if they are linearly independent and if
d:Hdj = O for i:;é j.

The following example illustrates the notion of conjugacy and highlights the
significance of optimizing along conjugate directions for quadratic functions.

We now discuss a modification of Newton's method that guarantees con-
vergence regardJess of the starting point. Given x, consider the direction
d = - BVf(x), where B is a symmetric positive definite matrix to be determined
later. The successor point is y = x + Â d, where Â is an optimal solution to the
problem to minimize f(x + A d) subject to À ~ O.

We now specify thematrix fi as (e I +H)-I, where H= H(x). The scalar e ~ O
is determined as follows. Fix o> O, and let e ~ O be the smallest scalar that
would make ali the eigenvalues of the matrix (el+ H) greater or equal to o.
Since the eigenvalues of s I + H are ali positive, êI + H is positive definite and
invertible. In particular, fi = (s I +H)-I is also positive definite. Since the
eigenvalues of a matrix depend continuously on its elements, e is a continuous
function of x, and hence the point-to-point map D: E; ~ En x E; defined by
D(x) = (x, d) is continuous. Thus the algorithmic map A = MO, where M is the
usual line search map over {A: A ~ O}.

Let ü={x:Vf(x)=O}, and let x~ü. Since B is positive definite, d=
-BVf(x):;é O, and by Thcorem 8.3.1, it follows that M is closed at (x, d).
Furthermore, since D is a continuous function, by Corollary 2 to Theorem
7.3.2, A = MD is closcd over the cornplemcnt of n.

In order to invoke Theorern 7.2.3, we need to specify a continuous descent
functio n, Suppose that x li.':' ü, and lct y E A(x). Note that V f(x)'d =

-Vf(x)'BVf(x)<O since B is positive definite and Vf(x):;éO. Thus, d is a
descent direction of f at x, and by Theoreru 4.1.2, f(y) <f(x), Therefore, f is
indced a descent íunction. Assurning that the sequence generated by the
algorithm is coritaincd in a compact set, by Thcorern 7.2.3, it Iollows that the
algorithm converges.

~(

8.6.2 Example
Consider the following problem:

Minimize -12x2+4x/+4x/-4xIX2

Note that the Hessían matrix H is given by

We now generate two conjugate directions di and d2• Suppose we choose
d; = (1, O). Then d~ = (a, b) must satisfy 0= d'lHo2 = Xa - 4b. In particular, we
may choose a = 1 and b = 2 so that d~ = (1, 2). It may be noted that the
conjugate directions are not unique.

lf we minimize the objective function f starting from x\ = (-1, 1) along the
direction di. we get the point x~ = (t 1). Now, starting frorn X2 and minimizing
along d2, we get xJ = (1,2). Note that X3 is the minirnum point.

The contours of the objective function anel the path taken to reach the
optimal point are shown in Figure 8.16. The reader can casily verify that,
starting from any point and minimizing along di and u2, the optimal point is
reached in, at most, two steps.



:=V[(xj+1)+H( ±. Àjdi)
.=}+1

(8.13)
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/
/

/
/

j < k, note that

Vf(Xk+I):= c+ Hxk+l:= c+ HXj+1 + H( ± \dj)

i=j+l

By conjugacy, d/Hdj = O for i:= j + 1, ... , k. Thus, frorn (8.13) it follows that
V f(Xk+I)' dj := O, and part (1) holds.

Replacing k by k -1 and letting j:= O in (8.13), we get

(
k-I )

Vf(Xk)=Vf(Xl)+H IÀjdj for k ~ 2
I ••••••••.••t_x, I X

2

Figure 8.16 IIlustration of conjugate directions. Multiplying by d~ and noting that d~Hdi == O for i = 1, .... k -1 shows that
part '(2) holds for k ~ 2. Part (2) holds true trivially for k == l.

To show part (3), since d:Hdj=;= O for i;t' [; we gct

f(Xk+l) = f["1 + (Xk+1 - XI)] = f( XI + jt! ÀA)

(

k \ 1 k

= f(x1)+ Vf(xI)' L \di I +- L Vd;Hd, (8.14)
j=l J 2j=1

Now suppose that X-XI E L(dl, ••• , dk), so that x could be written as Xl +
'L.J=I /-tjdj. As in (8.14), we get

(

k 1 k:

f(x) = f(xI) + V f(xI)'L /-tjdj) + -2 ,L /-t/d;Hdi (R.lS)
}=I }=1

Optimization of Quadratic functions: Finite Convergence

The above example demonstrates that a quadratic function can be minimized
in, at most, n steps, provided that we search along conjugate directions of the
Hessian matrix. This resu!t is generally true for quadratic functions, as shown
by Theorem 8.6.3 below. This, coupled with the fact that a general function
can be closely represented by its quadratic approximation in the vicinity of the
optimal point, makes the notion of conjugacy very useful for optimizing both
quadratic and nonquadratic functions.

8.6.3 Theorem
Let f(x) = c'x +~x'Hx, where H is an n x n symmetric matrix. Let dI> ... , d, be
H-conjugate, and let XI be an arbitrary starting point. For k = 1, ... , n, let Àk

be an optirnal solution to the problern to minimize f(Xk + Àdk) subject to A E Er.
and Iet Xk+1= Xk+ Àk dk• Then for k = 1, ... , n, we must have

1. Vf(Xk+I)'dj = O for j = 1, ... , k
2. Vf(XI)'dk = Vf(Xk)'dk

3. Xk+1 is an optimal solution to the problem to minimize f{x) subject to
X-XI E L(d1, ••• , dk), where L(d" ... , dk) is the linear subspace formed by
dI, ... ,dk, that is, L(dl,· •• , dk) = {'L.f= I /-tA: /-tjE EI for each j}. In par-
ticular, X"+I is a minirnurn point of f over Ell'

To complete the proof, we need to show that f(x) ~ f(Xk 1-1)' By contradiction,
supposc that f(x) <f(Xk+I)' Then by (8.14) and (8.15), we must have

Vf(Xd(tl /-tA) +i jt, ,u./d;Hdj <V[(XI),(tl .AA) +~ jf, A/d;l:fdj

(8.16)

Proof

By definition of \, note that [(Xj + ÀA)::5 [(Xj + /LA) for each j. Therefore

[(Xj) + ÀiV[(Xj)'di +~À/diHdi ::5[(Xi) + /-tiV [(xi)'Ui +~/-t?d~Hdi

By part 2, Vf(xj)'dj:.= Vf(xI)'dj and substituting in lhe above inequality, we get

ÀjVf(Xl)'dj +~À/djHdj ::5 /-tiV f(Xl)'dj + 1/L/d;Hdj (8.17)

Summing (8.17) for j= 1, ... , k contradicts (8.16). Thus Xk+' is a minimum
point over the manifold XI +L(d1, ••• , dk). In particular, since dI>' •. ,d" are

To prove part (1), fi.st note that {(Xj + Àd) achieves a minimum at \ only if
Vf(Xj + ÀA)'dj = O, that is, Vf(Xj+l)'dj = O. Thus, part (1) holds for j == k. For


